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It is so important for the world to know 

that not only is there a catalogue of all 

these cloaks, but there is the knowledge, 

the meaning, that gives them value. 

– Kataraina Hetet

Enchanting to the eye
Art thou, o Taranaki
Clothed in the snowy garment 
O mountain glorious arrayed 
In spotless cloak of glistening white

With fringe-patterned border
A robe of radiant beauty
Yon cloud that wreathes thy lofty brow 
Is a mourning chaplet
Soft band of kawakawa leaves 
Emblem of sorrow for the dead 

Love circlet for the vanished ones  
For ever lost to us
Remain thou there o peak of Rangi 
Steadfastly keep thy silent watch  
For ocean-borne grief messenger 
From those who will come no more 

Whakawai wai ai
Te tū rā Taranaki
Ō kahu hukarere
I hua tau ai koe rā 
Huhia iho koe

Ki tō parawai mā 
Tō kahu tāniko
I tino pai ai koe rā 
Me tīpare koe
Ki te rau kawakawa 
He tohu arohanui

Ki ngā iwi e ngaro nei 
Waiho rā e Rangi 
Kia tāria ake
Ka tae mai he karere 
E kore rā e hoki mai

Previous page Detail of Kōkiri on page 135. 

In this chant of praise by Mere Kapa Ngāmai I of Te Ātiawa for her sacred ancestral 
mountain, Taranaki, the splendour of the chiefly peak is described by its array of 
prestigious cloaks. The circlet of kawakawa leaves is a symbol of mourning, a 
reference to loved ones who have passed on and to ancestral connections.1

The art of whatu, or finger weft-twining, reaches its highest expression in the 
form of the prestigious kākahu – the Māori cloak. The largest museum collection 

Detail of a kahu kurī attributed to the Te Ātiawa tribe (SEE PAGE 97).
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Mount Taranaki, photograph by Brian Brake, 1960s–80s.

of kākahu in the world is held at Te Papa, and this book aims to unlock the 
museum’s storeroom doors to reveal the taonga within, and the immense cultural 
value and significance these beautiful garments have for Māori. In researching 
Whatu Kākahu: Māori Cloaks, fundamental connections between the makers of 
the kākahu and their modern-day descendants have been uncovered. 

A kākahu, the general term for a Māori cloak, is a garment worn about or over the 
shoulders and enveloping the wearer’s body. The word shares a common form with 
other Pacific languages: Hawai‘ian and Tahitian use ‘ahu; Rarotongan, kakah‘u; and 
Marquesan, kahu. In former times, many variations of styles and types of kākahu 
were worn for warmth and protection, while others symbolised status. Although 
no longer garments of everyday wear, kākahu continue to signify cultural pride, 
prestige, honour, and ancestral connections. Kākahu were, and are still, also given 
as esteemed gifts to individuals and families to honour and reciprocate significant 
relationships, tribal exchanges, events and agreements. In both physical and 
spiritual terms, kākahu are a form of protection. The ultimate honour for departed 
loved ones is to cover their casket with a cloak, expressing mana, aroha and 
manaakitanga, or care, and to dress them symbolically for their final journey.

The development of kākahu weaving came from generations of accumulated 
knowledge, an evolving process originating with the first ancestral migrants 
to Aotearoa New Zealand from the eastern Pacific 800–900 years ago. The 
country’s cool climate and diverse environment meant that these new settlers 
needed suitable clothing in order to survive. The finger weft-twining technique 
of whatu, used to make fish traps, was adapted to form new types of garment. 
Different materials also had to be found, as the aute (paper mulberry tree), which 
was used to make clothing in the Pacific, did not thrive in the temperate climate 
of Aotearoa. Harakeke was soon identified by Māori as a superior fibre with 
which to make garments (the plant is actually a member of the Hemerocallis 
family; European traders thought that it resembled the Linum plant, so named 
it flax). Subsequently, most kākahu have been made from muka, the silky fibre 
obtained from harakeke, though other fibres are also used. Some highly unique 
cloaks have been made from pātītī/wīwī (tussock grass/rush), tikumu (mountain 
daisies) and mosses.

The kākahu featured in this book are defined by the use of whatu to form the 
kaupapa, or body of the cloak. This method of construction differentiates these 
garments from the rāpaki and pākē kārure, garments of free-hanging strands that 
were generally worn around the waist as a type of skirt but also sometimes worn 
across the shoulders. The rāpaki and pākē kārure were superseded by the piupiu, 
which evolved after European contact. Piupiu are also waist garments, made up 
of lengths of free-hanging, two- or three-ply rolled muka strands, or cylindrical 
dried harakeke strands, incorporated into a twined or plaited waistband.

Kākahu made and worn by Māori can be divided into two main types. 
The first are known as rain capes and are coarse, resilient garments made by 
attaching strips of various plant material to a whenu (warp thread) base. Their 
construction protected the wearer from the wind and the strips were arranged 
so that rain flowed off the cloak. Rain capes were worn during bad weather or if 
the wearer was sleeping outside while travelling.2 The other type of cloak is the 
magnificent and finely worked kākahu worn by important individuals in Māori 
society to signal their rank, such as ariki (persons of noble lineage) and tohunga 
(priests and holders of esoteric knowledge). These include the prestigious kahu 
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Maori woman and two children, c. 1870–1900. The girl on the left is 
wearing a piupiu/rāpaki across her shoulders, while the girl on the 
right is wearing a small korowai suited to her size.

Early museum labels provide insight into the classification of 
kākahu, with descriptions ranging from ‘mat’ to ‘cape’.

kurī, cloaks made with skilfully applied dogskin and hair; the kaitaka, which have 
an elegant silken kaupapa finished with a tāniko (patterned border); the korowai, 
covered in gracefully falling threads called hukahuka; and the kahu huruhuru, 
or richly adorned feather cloaks. Developed through time, these styles evolved 
as a response to artistic creativity, the needs of the wearers and available materials.

Māori kākahu weaving is a highly specialised art form that embodies cultural 
values, knowledge and skills. Te Whare Pora, meaning the House of Weaving, is a 
symbolic school that a weaver is initiated into, guided by the deity of weaving, 
Hine-te-iwaiwa. The weaver is taught to receive and retain all weaving aspects, 
including spiritual concepts. Te Whare Pora is also a state of mind that comes from 
years of mastering the art form in its totality. The kākahu storeroom at Te Papa 
takes the name ‘Te Whare Pora o Hine-te-iwaiwa’. Traditionally weaving was mainly, 
but not exclusively, a female discipline, with the passing down of knowledge from 
generation to generation maintaining a close relationship with Papatūānuku, the 
Earth Mother.

The late master weaver Erenora Puketapu-Hetet, of Ngāti Puketapu and Te 
Ātiawa descent, wrote, ‘weaving is endowed with the spiritual essence of Māori 
people. The ancient Polynesian belief is that the artist is a vehicle through whom 
the gods create.’3 In this way kākahu are imbued with the mana of the weaver’s 
tūpuna, or ancestors, as well as her own and that of the wearer, and the ceremonies and 
occasions at which the cloak is later worn will further increase its prestige. These 
ancestral connections are an integral part of the garment and give kākahu their 
immense value.

Whatu and raranga (plaiting), along with other traditional art forms such 
as whakairo (carving) and tā moko (body art), were sacred practices, involving 
tapu. There are tikanga, or protocols, associated with every aspect of weaving, 
and rituals are heeded during the planting, harvesting and preparation of the 
fibre. This knowledge was originally closely guarded, but over time some leading 
practitioners freed their teaching from former restrictions. This change allowed 
an opening up of the art form to wider groups of people within a rapidly changing 
world. The late Dr Diggeress Rangituatahi Te Kanawa, an eminent weaver, said 
that her mother, Dame Rangimārie Hetet, contemplated this issue when they 
began teaching weaving in the 1950s: ‘When Mum started teaching, she said we’d be 
teaching anybody, not only our tribe. They say, “Your knowledge, you keep in your 
tribe”, but Mum said, “How is our art going to survive if we’re going to do that?”’4

Taonga Māori form part of Te Papa’s earliest collections and many of these 
treasures have been handed down from the museum’s previous incarnations, 
the Colonial Museum, the Dominion Museum and the National Museum of New 
Zealand. The first donation of Māori cloaks, to the Colonial Museum on 5 October 
1865, was by naturalist and politician Walter Mantell – the official acquisition entry 
reads ‘2 short Maori Mats . . . also a large Flax Mat and a black and yellow one 
(Maori)’.5 On 1 November, ‘1 Flax Mat, “Kaituki” embroidered, and 1 Dogskin Mat 
(Maori)’ were received from a Mr Barton of the New Zealand Society.6 At the time, 
Māori cloaks were commonly referred to as ‘mats’, a description that appeared in 
the early voyaging accounts of European explorers Abel Tasman, James Cook and 
Joseph Banks. The term, unfortunately, lingered for more than a century and a half 
after Cook first used it in his logs. The museum’s collection continued to grow 
steadily from acquisitions obtained during fieldwork for the country’s geological 
survey, and as gifts and exchanges from a variety of sources.
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Whanganui kuia (female elder) Hārata Te Kiore, c. 1910, wearing 
a kahu kiwi with albino kiwi feathers, which is in the Te Papa 
collection.

Main hall display, Dominion Museum, c. 1910.

The passing of the Antiquities Act 1901 signalled new concerns over the 
loss of ‘antiquities’ – that is, items that were regarded as taonga Māori o namata, or 
treasures of ancient times7 – to overseas museums, dignitaries and collectors. The idea 
of a ‘Māori museum’, a stand-alone, central place where Māori history and taonga of 
the past could be retained for future generations, was also gaining favour. 

Teacher, botanist and ethnologist Augustus Hamilton was appointed as the 
second director of the Colonial Museum in 1903 and tasked with concentrating on 
the preservation of Māori material. Although a Māori museum as such did not 
eventuate, Hamilton’s earnest collection activities over the next ten years ensured 
that the Colonial Museum would become the closest version to it. Years later, he 
would continue to refer to the museum as a ‘National Māori Museum’.

Hamilton was helped in his goal by the passing of The New Zealand Institute 
Act 1903, which allowed private ‘chief collections’ to be purchased. He acquired 
the collections of Henry Hill, whose items came from the very broad East Coast 
region; the late James Butterworth, from the New Plymouth region; the Reverend 
Thomas Godfrey Hammond, from between Waitōtara and Mount Taranaki; 
John Handley, from the Whanganui district; and L. Fischer, from the East Cape 
northwards.8

He also employed Elsdon Best as an ethnologist in 1910. Best wrote twenty-
five books and more than fifty papers on Māori culture, primarily drawn from the 
time when he lived among the Tūhoe people of the Urewera region between 1895 
and 1910.9 The ethnologist also deposited a number of taonga with the Dominion 
Museum, including several kākahu, and was instrumental in arranging the 
acquisition of others, one being the kahu kura, a kākā-feather cloak, woven by 
Makurata Paitini (SEE PAGE 105).

Other significant collectors who knew Hamilton include ornithologist Walter 
Buller, who was based in the Horowhenua region, and bibliophile Alexander 
Turnbull. When Hamilton died in 1913 he left a legacy that forms the basis of the  
Te Papa taonga Māori collection, and his private collection was also purchased for 
the museum. Although Hamilton recognised the value in preserving the past 
for the future, he and other commentators of the time were responsible for creating 
an orthodoxy of what was considered ‘pure’ Māori art, one that regarded European 
influences and the incorporation of introduced materials as inferior.

Many of the kākahu in Te Papa come from these early collectors; over time, 
the collection has continued to grow from donations and acquisitions from 
individuals, estates and public auctions. Important overseas collectors also 
provided the museum with significant Māori and Pacific collections. The collec- 
tion of Englishman William Oldman, for example, was acquired by the New Zealand 
government in 1948, and expatriate Kenneth Webster gifted his collection in 
1967. After the flurry of acquisitions in the first half of the twentieth century, kākahu 
collecting remained frequent but intermittent over the following decades. Some 
significant cloaks were presented by estate holders and private collectors, and 
purchases were also made from auctions, both nationally and internationally.

In 1996, during the planning of Te Papa’s opening exhibitions, it became 
obvious that the museum’s collection lacked a contemporary presence that 
adequately reflected the vitality of contempoary kākahu weaving. The museum 
consulted prominent weavers about how to rectify this. Erenora Puketapu-Hetet 
introduced the idea that Te Papa should select contemporary kākahu to be worn for 
ceremonial occasions. This would effectively add to the importance of the wearer, 
the occasion, and the ongoing history and significance of the cloak.
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Kahu kurī
Early Te Huringa I (early 1800s) 
Te Ātiawa (attributed)
Muka, traditional black and brown dyes, dogskin, dog hair
1190 × 1090 mm
Gift of W. Leo Buller, 1911

This kahu kurī was one of four dogskin cloaks collected by Sir Walter Buller, who 
described them as ‘A specially valuable collection of Maori garments – two of the 
dogskin cloaks in a perfect state of preservation’.1 According to museum records, 
it was acquired by an early Wellington settler from a Te Ātiawa chief in around 
1842 and was bought by Buller in 1890; in 1911 his son gifted it to the Dominion 
Museum.

The kaupapa, or body, of the kahu kurī is muka (New Zealand flax fibre) 
twined in compact single-pair twining. There are six whenu (warp threads) per 
centimetre. The aho poka (shaping rows) are in three sets of simple elliptical 
inserts, 230 mm and 380 mm from the bottom, and 160 mm from the top of the 
shoulders. The narrow strips of dogskin are between 2 mm and 4 mm in width. The 
strips commence from the bottom and are overlaid end to end, with a slight overlap. 
They vary in length, with the white body strips 180–330 mm long, and the shorter 
80 mm pieces forming blocks of brown on the side edges. The strips are sewn onto 
the pauku (the single-pair compact weft-twining that forms the kaupapa) with 
two-ply muka thread, worked horizontally from left to right.

Separate strips of white dog hair form the kurupatu, or neck fringe, and are 
attached in the middle with muka thread, just below a seven-aho (weft thread) 
row of tāniko (patterned border) in the aronui pattern of repeating triangles. 
The brown band of dog hair is neatly trimmed, complementing the ruffled effect 
of the kurupatu. The muka aho can be clearly seen against the dense, closely 
twined foundation.

Two rows of white dog-tail hair, called awe, are fastened to both side edges of 
the kahu kurī. Each awe is bound with fine muka thread in a series of close half-
hitches. The result is a fringe of luxuriant hair edging the sides of the garment. 
The two-element decorative finish, oversewn with dyed muka thread, is visible on 
the edge.

The tāniko kauko (side borders) consist of six aho rows and eight whenu 
per centimetre, of natural and traditionally dyed black and brown aho in the 
aronui pattern. Worked from the inside, the pattern is revealed when the cloak is  
turned back.

Previous page Detail of the kahu huruhuru on page 115.

Awe attachment, used on both side edges of the cloak.

Inside proper left (left side when worn) of the kahu kurī. Worked 
from the inside, the tāniko (patterned border) pattern is revealed 
when the cloak is turned back.

Double row of dog-hair tassels, or awe, incorporated into the 
three-plait braided muka cordage.
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Kaitaka aronui/pātea
Early-mid Te Huringa I (1800–50)
Muka, traditional black and brown dyes, wool yarn, dogskin and hair 
1400 × 2180 mm
Purchased 1981

This kākahu is outstanding because of its exciting crossover of styles. It is a 
classic kaitaka aronui/pātea with narrow tāniko side borders and a deep lower 
border, but diverges from the form with an additional trim of flowing dog 
hair, reminiscent of the decoration on kahu kurī. It was purchased by the 
National Museum of New Zealand from Christie’s Tribal Art auction in London on  
10 November 1981 for £1000. The catalogue states that it was collected by Admiral 
Sir Malcolm MacGregor in 1862 while he was in command of HMS Harrier, a 
Royal Navy warship deployed during the Waikato land wars and based at Manukau 
Harbour in Auckland.

The kaupapa of the kaitaka is muka, with the commencement at the top, 
which is carefully finished with an extremely delicate, flat plait of brown and 
black muka. The aho rows are twined in whatu aho rua (two-pair weft-twining) 
technique, measuring a very fine ten whenu per centimetre, with 7 mm spacing 
between rows. There are four sets of aho poka in simple elliptical inserts: four 
rows at the very top; four rows 140 mm from the top for the shoulders; four rows  
240 mm from the bottom; and two rows 20 mm from the bottom.

The expansive kaupapa foundation is framed with thin side borders and a 
deep lower border of tāniko. The side tāniko borders are 20 mm wide and feature 
varying aronui patterns in black and undyed muka. Red wool on one side, and 
red- and light purple-coloured wool on the other, have been incorporated into 
the tāniko design. The lower tāniko border measures ten whenu per centimetre, 
with variations in depth of 180–210 mm. It is a complex combination of distinctive 
diamond and triangular patterns, and incorporates traditionally dyed black and 
undyed muka, and wool in red, green and white. Exhibiting subtlety, this cloak 
features the fine recessed pattern on the black tāniko described on page 85.

Two rows of awe, attached to a muka plait, create a thick fringe across the 
bottom of the cloak and part way up the sides. The hair is distinctly different from 
kurī; future research may determine the dog breed. Some of the awe are bound in 
half-hitches with red wool, which perhaps could be later repair work. There is also 
an additional attachment of dogskin and hair along the proper right (the right-
hand side when worn) lower corner.

The inside of the lower tāniko reveals raised lines created by the 
fine-line recessed patterning in black and a clever ‘cornering’ 
technique. It also shows red wool replacing muka as binding for 
some of the awe.

The braiding and rolled tie cord at the top of the kaitaka 
aronui/pātea.

The construction of awe.
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Tuia te here tangata – threading together the strands of humanity
Weavers who have recently drawn inspiration from the Te Papa cloak collection 
include Matthew McIntyre-Wilson, of Taranaki, Ngā Mahanga and Tītahi 
descent, and Hamuera Robb, of Ngāti Kuia, Ngāti Koata and Ngāti Apa iwi. 

Hamuera Robb is a Nelson-based practitioner. He was first taught kākahu 
weaving when he was ten years old by his paternal toro, or grandmother, 
Nell Robb (née Manihera), a respected weaver and kuia of Te Hora Marae, 
Canvastown. As part of his He Waka Hiringa Master’s degree in Applied 
Indigenous Knowledge with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, Hamuera embarked on a 
major practical research project to recreate a kākahu using customary weaving 
knowledge from the Nelson/Marlborough Sounds region. This area is known as 
Te Tauihu o Te Waka-a-Māui, the home of many hapū and iwi, the oldest being 
Kurahaupō-related people from whom Hamuera descends.

Hamuera’s research led him to look into the Russian Bellingshausen–Lazarev 
scientific visit to Meretoto (Ship Cove) and Tōtaranui in the Queen Charlotte 
Sounds in 1820 during a two-ship expedition to the southern polar region. The 
Russians spent twelve days in Tōtaranui, trading for  items of ethnographic interest 
that now reside in the Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 
(Kunstkamera) in St Petersburg and the Imperial University of Kazan. 

Taonga such as carvings, weaponry and cloaks were collected, including 
kaitaka huaki (featuring double tāniko borders), korowai with undyed hukahuka 
or decorative strands, and an unfinished cloak that Hamuera found which is 
similar to the kaitaka paepaeroa huaki in the Te Papa collection (SEE PAGE 139). 
This set him on a path of discovery. He says:

This kākahu has been my guide, my kaitiaki. The Bellingshausen has a 
particular style similar to the Webster kākahu, being the striped io, or coloured 
whenu, known as maimuka. The tāniko panels within the body of the kākahu 
are seen within the Russian kākahu. Quite unique.

The tāniko designs that Hamuera is weaving are a combination of elements from 
the Bellingshausen collection and the Webster kākahu. He says:

It’s the merging together, creating the new with the old. There’s a crossover, a 
hononga. Weaving this kākahu takes you to a place, how our tīpuna would’ve 
woven.

The kaupapa, or overall vision, is ‘Whiria te muka tangata (binding the threads 
of people together)’. The journey has not been taken alone; Hamuera’s extended 
family and weaving friends have supported and assisted him. Rosemary 
Sutherland, an aunty, meticulously graphed tāniko patterns from photographs 
of the Bellingshausen collection so they could be available for people. When 
completed, the kākahu will be gifted to Ngāti Kuia. An important aspect of the 
project is the transfer of knowledge, something that Hamuera inherited from his 
mother Dianne and his grandmother Toro Nell:

It’s all about bringing people together in a legacy that was left to us, also 
those that support the kaupapa of revitalisation and carrying on the stories.

Opposite Hamuera Robb (front) with (from left to right) Rahui 
Katene, Kate Hippolite, Dianne Robb, Cathy Payne, Rosemary 
Sutherland, Corabelle Summerton and Ammon Katene.

Mahi whatu, binding the aho threads to the io threads.

Kaitaka huaki paepaeroa (SEE PAGE 139).

Unfinished kākahu with tāniko inserts and striped io/whenu; muka 
(natural and undyed), 1540 x 900 mm, Bellingshausen collection, 
Peter the Great Museum of Ethnography and Anthropology, St 
Petersburg, Russia.

Whiria, Kia Tina: Bind, Hold Fast  l  183
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Matthew McIntyre-Wilson in his studio in 2018.

Matthew McIntyre-Wilson working on intricate customary net-
making from harakeke (NZ flax) for the Solo2018 exhibition at The 
Dowse, Lower Hutt, Wellington in 2018.

Opposite Pākē, woven by Matthew McIntyre-Wilson; copper and fine 
silver, 670 x 840 mm, purchased by Te Papa 2011.

Matthew McIntyre-Wilson is a renowned maker of exquisite weaving, craft and object 
wear. Trained as a jeweller, Matthew found his interest in Māori weaving was piqued 
through a talented friend, the weaver Rangi Kiu. Taonga in the Te Papa collection 
have inspired Matthew since he first visited the museum’s storerooms in 2005. 

Examples of Matthew’s woven work in silver and copper metal have been 
acquired by Te Papa. They include an exceptional garment woven in 2009 from 
electrical cabling, and shown in Te Papa’s 2012 exhibition Kahu Ora: Living 
Cloaks. The garment is based on a pākē, or rain cape, which Te Rangi Hīroa gave 
Matthew’s great-grandfather, William Hislop, in Hawai‘i. It repurposes electrical 
materials in an ingenious manner. Plastic insulation in four different colours was 
used as whenu, or warp fibre; copper wiring was stripped and rolled flat, then cut 
and twined on with fine copper as hukahuka; and silver wire was also twined in 
for the lapel and throughout.

The most recent Te Papa acquisitions of Matthew’s work demonstrate his 
interest in customary tool making and weaving. In 2016, Te Papa acquired two of 
his weaving tauira or samplers, a set of petrel-bone needles, a ripi or awl, a haehae 
or puncturing tool, and a pēke muka or woven pouch that holds the sewing items. 
The awl and haehae were made using the bones of a giant petrel and all the  
items were made using stone tools and shark’s teeth, for drilling and puncturing 
holes. Shark skin, which is abrasive in one direction, was used to polish them.

A similar pouch that Matthew had seen in the Te Papa collection contained 
steel tips for spearing birds. The haehae was made with reference to a description 
of her research by Alisha Courtney, a student of Dante Bonica, who is an expert 
in customary Māori material culture and technology. 

This group of objects was inspired by the work of Dante and Te Ao Kōhatu, 
a group whose kaupapa is reviving elements of Māori material culture. In 2013 
Matthew attended a stone tool and taonga-making workshop that Te Ao Kōhatu 
held at Hongoeka Marae at Plimmerton, near Wellington. There he worked on a 
bird-bone needle using slivers of razor-sharp obsidian. 

Originally he made the samplers to teach himself the elements of construction 
for a kaitaka paepaeroa. The needles came in handy to pick up the very fine threads 
of muka, or flax fibre, while weaving. The larger tauira has an intricate twelve-ply 
flat plait on one side: Matthew had studied cloaks with the same edging. The other 
side has a rolled plait, an innovation to prevent wear that he had seen on the neck 
border of cloaks. The rich brown dye was achieved by steeping the fibre in the 
bark of tānekaha, or celery pine, immersing it in cold water for two weeks, then 
drying it and rolling it in the ash of māhoe, or whiteywood. 

Matthew says of his practice: 

Within my making, I’ll be weaving a copper and silver kete and the next day 
drilling a hole in a needle with a shark’s tooth. That contrast between the two 
is very satisfying. 

He says the role of museums in giving access is important to his work:

If it wasn’t for museums, my practice would be completely different. It’s 
informed my making. I’ve only been to a handful of museums, so there’s many 
more to go to and learn. That whole practice of museum collecting is very 
valuable for what I do. I think I learn from an object as much as I do from 
talking to a weaver. Probably more. But an object, sometimes the third or 
fourth viewing gives you more. 

Pēke muka, made by Matthew McIntyre-Wilson; muka and bone, 
purchased by Te Papa 2015.


